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In Brief
Smell can arise from an external source or from inside the mouth during consumption. Here, Blankenship et al. demonstrate that orally sourced odors share processing circuitry with taste: internal, but not external, odors rapidly induce flavor preferences, the expression of which is selectively impaired by optogenetic inactivation of taste cortex.
INTRODUCTION
In mammals, smells can reach the main olfactory epithelium via either of two paths that can be thought of as representing distinct submodalities of olfaction. In orthonasal olfaction (hereafter ''ortho''), odors in the external environment reach the epithelium through inhalation via the nostrils, whereas in retronasal olfaction (''retro''), odorous stimuli present in the mouth are sampled during exhalation via the back of the throat ( Figure 1A ). Ortho experience typifies what we naively think of as our sense of smell, but retro experience, despite being somewhat covert, exerts a powerful influence on perception and behavior: it is often colloquially conflated with taste in everyday language and more technically considered to be a component of flavor [1] .
The route to the nasal epithelium is not all that distinguishes retro from ortho stimuli. Another difference has to do with behavioral context and specifically with the fact that retro is inherently linked to food and consumption. Ortho, meanwhile, is more general purpose-although it does signal the external presence of foods available for consumption, it is equally involved in signaling the presence of predators, potential mates, familiar locations, and environmental hazards. The two modes thus provide an animal with very different kinds of information [2] , and it follows that animals may use the two differently [1, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Specifically, one could hypothesize that the use of retro stimuli might be similar to, and even linked to, that of tastes. One important way that this similarity might be expressed is with regard to the learning of consumption preferences. Taste preferences or aversions can be learned in a single trial, a fact that likely reflects an urgency that comes of the stimulus being internal when sensed [8] . Retronasal odors, which are similarly internally sourced, might therefore be predicted to be particularly effective for rapid preference learning [9, 10] . In parallel with similarities in how taste and retro information is used to drive behavior, it is reasonable (if speculative) to predict that the neural circuits involved in retro and taste preference learning might overlap.
These are the two central predictions tested in the current work. Experiment 1 tests how well (in terms of speed) freely behaving rodents learn odor preferences based on ortho, retro, and combined ortho and retro delivery ( Figures 1B and 1C ). Next, we use optogenetic inhibition to test implications of the differences observed in experiment 1 for the cortical processing of ortho and retro odors. Based on the above and on published evidence that gustatory cortical (GC) neurons respond to both tastes [11] [12] [13] and odors [14] [15] [16] and is necessary for the expression of olfactory preferences [17, 18] , we predict that GC is uniquely involved in the processing of retro preference memory.
Our results confirm our hypotheses: retro learning is faster than, and a potentiating force on, ortho learning. Furthermore, GC inactivation disrupts retro odor preference learning while leaving ortho unaffected. These findings reveal that GC plays a crucial cross-modal role in flavor processing [4, 16, 17, [19] [20] [21] that depends on the behavioral relevance of a non-gustatory sensory experience. At a broader level, our results suggest that chemosensory neural processing to some degree reflects stimulus sourcing rather than epithelium.
RESULTS
All of the experiments described below make use of a simple preference learning task in which one of two odors is paired with a non-caloric sweet-taste reward and the other with plain water. The basic paradigm is illustrated in Figure 1B . Similar procedures, which cause an increase in preference for the sweetpaired odor [22] , have been used previously to study the hedonic qualities of odors [23] [24] [25] . In the current setup, rats initiated stimulus delivery by entering nose poke ports. In retro conditions, odors were dissolved in water and delivered via surgically implanted cannulae (see STAR Methods). In ortho conditions, odorized air was delivered in front of the nose via olfactometry and accompanied by intra-oral delivery of plain water. During pre-training and post-training preference testing, animals chose freely between two odors (available through two side-by-side nose pokes). During training, only a single odor was available through a single nose poke. On training days where odor A was available, the intra-oral fluid stimulus contained a noncaloric sweet taste (0.2% saccharin); on training days where odor B was available, the intra-oral fluid stimulus did not contain taste. We quantified pre-and post-training odor preferences as the ratio of nose pokes to odors A and B. Preference learning was assessed in terms of the change in preference for odor A from before to after training. We present two sets of experiments, the first of which tests whether the speed and strength of olfactory preference learning depends on the route of odor delivery (i.e., retro versus ortho); the second set of experiments tests whether the previously described involvement of GC in olfactory preference learning [17, 18] depends upon the route of odor delivery. 
Experiment 1. The Speed of Retro Preference Learning Is Distinct from that of Ortho Preference Learning Retro Training Supports Rapid Preference Learning
To assess the effects of olfactory modality on preference learning, we first compared pre-and post-training preferences in the Retro condition (for details on the experimental conditions, see Table 1 ). Based on the fact that retro odors, like tastes, are orally sourced, we predicted that odor preference learning would occur rapidly with retro experience, similarly to taste learning [8-10, 26, 27] . Previous work has shown that rodents readily perceive and discriminate between odors delivered intra-orally [23, 28] .
We first tested the effectiveness of retro conditioning using a 4-day conditioning paradigm, as described in Figure 1B . Figure 2A shows preferences before and after training, revealing that rats effectively learn preferences, as indicated by higher preference for the sweet-paired odor after training than before (paired t (10) = 2.88; p < 0.01). We also confirmed that even a single presentation of each retro odor pairing during training (i.e., 2-day training) caused an increase in preference for the sweet-paired odor (paired t (9) = 2.33; p < 0.05; data not shown). That is, preferences for retro odors are learned with as little as a single exposure.
Note that, even though retro odor stimuli were presented intraorally in solution, the odor molecules used here are not known to bind to gustatory receptors in the lingual epithelium. Although in humans, retro stimulation is typically misperceived as ''taste'' (a referred sensation that is technically considered a part of the ''flavor'' percept) [1] , retro stimuli can be distinguished solely on the basis of their olfactory qualities (i.e., by their ability to differentially bind olfactory receptors in the nasal epithelium). Furthermore, even if retro stimuli did have distinct attendant gustatory and/or mouth feel properties, previous work makes it clear that preferences for those properties are unlikely to be rapidly learned through association with saccharin (see STAR Methods and Discussion for more details on this argument). Thus, the observed learning was olfactory in nature-the learning of a retro preference. Preferences Are Learned More Slowly Using Ortho Delivery Next, we asked whether the same rapid learning is observed using ortho odors. We applied the 4-day training procedure described above, changing only the route of odor delivery, but found that sweet-paired odor preference does not increase following two exposures to each odor ( Figure 2B , ''Ortho, 4-day'').
This result goes against naive expectation. It seems intuitive that ortho odor presentation, which rodents (and humans) use to perceive the nearness of food, should support preference learning. We considered two hypotheses to explain rats' failure to learn ortho preferences: (1) perhaps our rats were simply unable to detect the ortho odor stream or (2) perhaps ortho training is not ineffective but simply less effective than retro. To test these two contrasting possibilities, we ran another group of rats that received ortho training but with an additional pair of training sessions. This 6-day training regimen proved to support preference learning for ortho odors ( Figure 2B , ''Ortho, 6-day''), with rats showing a greater preference for the sweet-paired odor following training than before.
A statistical comparison of the two ortho groups revealed that ortho training enhanced preference for the sweet-paired odor only after 6 days of training (training [pre, post] 3 group [4-day, 6-day] interaction: F (1, 20) = 8.03, p < 0.05; post hoc test comparing pre and post preference for Ortho, 6-day: p < 0.01; Ortho, 4-day: p = NS; see STAR Methods for a more detailed description of the analytic approach). These results support the hypothesis that olfactory preference learning is stronger (in that it is learned more quickly) using retro as compared to ortho odors. Note, however, that the possibility remains that the ortho stimuli were perceived at a lower intensity than the same stimuli presented in the retro modality and that they were thus harder to learn about-or, alternatively, that they were perceived to be particularly aversive. These hypotheses will be taken up below. Preference Learning Does Not Transfer from Retro to Ortho Presentation Although the above data demonstrate that rats do learn ortho preferences, the conclusion that ortho delivery is less effective for preference learning than retro delivery is counterintuitive and hard to explain. Perhaps this finding reflects the fact that most real-world ortho preference learning occurs only following feeding experiences-perhaps only after an orally sourced pairing of taste with retro odor does an animal know that an ortho odor is associated with a good or bad taste. We tested this possibility, asking whether orally sourced olfactory preferences directly generalize to a preference for the same stimulus sniffed from an external air stream (i.e., whether preferences learned retronasally are expressed orthonasally). Although we predicted that they would, differences between the modalitiesdifferent peripheral processing mechanisms [29] [30] [31] [32] , different central systems activated [4] [5] [6] [33] [34] [35] , and different perceptual properties [5, [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] -provide ample reason to hypothesize otherwise.
To perform this test, we ran another group of rats in the 4-day retro training paradigm but presented ortho odors in both the pre-and post-training preference tests (Retro/Ortho condition in Table 1 ). The result is shown in Figure 2C : rats undergoing the same retro training protocol that induced a preference for the sweet-paired retro odor showed no increase in preference for sweet-paired odor presented in the orthonasal modality. Thus, quickly retro-trained preferences cannot be expressed orthonasally. Statistical comparison between this group and the other groups that underwent 4-day training regimens (Retro and Ortho, 4-day in Figures 2A and 2B , respectively) confirmed appearances. Only rats in the Retro group learned to prefer the sweet-paired odor (training 3 group interaction F (1, 27) = 3.41; post hoc test comparing pre and post preference for Retro: p < 0.05; Ortho, 4-day: p = NS; Retro/Ortho: p = NS). Thus, sturdy preference learning in the retro olfactory modality failed to generalize to the same odor when presented in the ortho modality.
Combined Retro and Ortho Odor Presentation Potentiates Ortho Learning
The results presented above confirm the distinction between ortho and retro olfactory modalities but leave us still needing to explain how ortho-delivered food aromas that engender strong preferences in our normal experience do not do so in the lab, even when preferences have been formed to the same stimulus delivered retro. We therefore reconsidered our earlier argument, hypothesizing that the answer might lie in the fact that real-world olfactory stimulation in the context of consumption is actually neither ortho nor retro but both. As foods naturally stimulate gustatory, ortho, and retro input pathways during consumption, retro odors might potentiate ortho learning (here we are defining ''potentiating'' as causing an ortho preference to form earlier than it otherwise would, much as the inclusion of a taste stimulus enhances odor learning in the paradigm known as ''taste-potentiated odor aversion'') [3, 9, 10] .
To test this prediction, we ran another group of rats in the following condition: during training sessions, odors were presented via both retro and ortho modalities (delivering via intraoral cannulae [IOC] and in the airstream; see STAR Methods). Pre-and post-training preferences were tested by delivering odors in the ortho modality only (Cmbd/Ortho condition in Table 1 ). Figure 2D shows the result from this experiment, revealing that combined ortho and retro odor delivery during training results in the learning and expression of ortho preferences for the sweetpaired odor. A comparison of these data to those from the Retro condition ( Figure 2A) shows no difference in preference (training 3 group interaction F (1,21) < 1; p = NS). Thus, pairing ortho and retro delivery during training results in ortho preferences that do not differ significantly from learned retro preferences. Because training using only ortho odors did not induce ortho preferences, this result suggests that the presence of retro odors does in fact potentiate ortho odor preferences. Figure 2E replots the results from experiment 1 in terms of learning-related change in preference. This presentation reveals that preference learning in the different conditions fell neatly into two subgroups: animals either learned a preference or not. Preferences were learned when using: (1) retro training and retro testing of any duration; (2) 6-day training using ortho odors and versus external), grouping retro with gustation (i.e., how they are used and why retro seems more potent for preference learning; see Discussion). Next, we consider a direct implication of this framework with regard to neural mechanism.
Experiment 2. Primary GC Is Uniquely Involved in Retro Preference Learning
Differences between the processing of ortho and retro odors could conceivably arise from multiple sources, including (but not limited to) central sources. Specifically, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the same odor delivered retro and ortho could activate a non-identical set of neural structures [4-6, 33, 42] .
Here, we specifically hypothesized that the taste system, and in particular primary GC, might be specifically crucial for the processing of retro odors. To test this hypothesis, we optogenetically inhibited GC (GCx) during testing sessions (i.e., after preference learning had taken place; Figure 3A ) and examined whether trained odor preferences were expressed normally during GCx (note that preference testing was done with unimodal odor stimuli and that GC was intact during training where odors were paired with saccharin, ensuring that any impact of GCx was not on taste processing).
GCx Inhibits Expression of Retro, but Not Ortho, Preferences
We compared the impact of GCx on preferences expressed during post-training preference testing in three groups of rats: (1) Ortho, 6-day (see Figure 2B ); (2) Retro, 4-day (see Figure 2A) ; and (3) Retro, 6day (to control for the possibility that any effect of GCx might be traceable to training duration). Critically, rats in the first two groups express similar preferences when GC is intact. However, a comparison of preferences displayed under GCx ( Figure 3A ) confirms our hypothesis that GC is involved in expressing retro-trained preferences only. GCx blocked expression of preferences in both retro groups, but not in the Ortho group (training 3 group interaction F (2,24) = 3.50, p < 0.05; post hoc test comparing pre and post preference for Ortho: p < 0.01; Retro, 4-day: p = NS; Retro, 6-day: p = NS).
Note that this result is inconsistent with the idea that the relative ineffectiveness of ortho preference learning in experiment 1 reflects some relative weakness of ortho odor intensity. Had the two methods of delivery merely activated the same circuit to differing degrees as a result of different intensities, the weaker learning would have been the more sensitive to neural perturbation. Instead, the opposite pattern was observed here: the delivery condition that we have established as most effective for preference learning was the condition disrupted by GCx.
Inactivation of GC Does Not Affect Retro-Potentiated Ortho Preferences
As these data answer one question (GC is involved in expressing retro-learned, but not ortho-learned, preferences), another presents itself: if simultaneous retro and ortho presentation during training potentiates ortho preference learning, does this training method also render learned ortho preferences sensitive to GCx? It could be expected that GC might be recruited into the circuit processing an ortho odor if the retro component of training causes the ortho odor to be labeled as food related. Alternatively, retro and ortho odors might simply recruit structurally distinct networks independent of learning itself. We assessed these different predictions by inactivating GC during the testing phase of the combined retro and ortho training, ortho only testing condition. The results from this experiment are shown in Figure 3B , demonstrating that GCx did not inhibit expression of ortho preferences when rats were trained with combined ortho and retro odors. Comparing preference learning in the combined training condition under GCx and GC intact conditions reveals that GCx failed to have a significant effect on ortho-tested preferences (training 3 group interaction: F < 1; p = NS). That is, GCx caused no significant loss of the ortho preference learned through combined retro and ortho training, confirming that GC is a part of the circuit required for processing retro, but not ortho, olfactory preferences.
DISCUSSION
Our results confirm, first and foremost, that rats learn olfactory preferences in the retro modality. The idea that rats perceive (and use) retro odors at all was, until recently, a point of controversy. Some have argued that the epiglottis in the rat is posi- 
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Mean (±SEM) preference for odor A before and after training in the Retro GCx, Ortho GCx (A), and Cmbd/ Ortho GCx and GC intact conditions (B). Note: Retro, 4-day GCx data are from [17] and included here for new analysis. See also Figure S1 . tioned in such a way as to shunt airflow away from the nasal cavity during consumption [29] [30] [31] [32] . Our data join those using go/no-go [28, 43] and taste-potentiated odor aversion [9, 27, 44] and conditioning [3, 4] tasks in showing that rats can make use of retro olfaction. Somewhat more surprising, perhaps, is the fact that preference formation requires more sweet-ortho pairings than sweet-retro pairings. Although this finding echoes a commonly described anecdotal finding that odor learning is more effective if the odorant is suspended in fluid and consumed than if it is sniffed [9, 17, 25, 45] , it is not what the intuitively recognized strength of preferences for ortho odors would have led us to predict. Furthermore, our prediction that retro training might generalize to ortho preferences was disproven. That is, rats trained with effective retrotaste pairings showed no preference for those same odors delivered orthonasally. Preference learning is submodality specific.
But whereas neither taste-ortho pairing nor taste-retro pairing was sufficient to drive quickly forming ortho odor preferences, a training regimen that paired taste with combined retro and ortho odor presentation did do so. That is, the experience of an odor in both retro and ortho modalities during the same consumption event appears to be a critical component enabling quick development of an ortho preference, consistent with prior reports regarding odor aversions [3] .
The full pattern of results supports our contention that at least one basic, important difference between ortho and retro has to do with the status of retro as an orally sourced chemosensory input, a property that shared between retro and taste. Like retro, taste is orally sourced; like retro, robust taste memory is achieved in as little as a single trial [8, 46, 47] ; and like retro, taste can potentiate ortho preference conditioning [9, 27, 44] . It becomes reasonable to propose, reminiscent of the arguments of earlier theorists [1] , that retronasal olfaction leads to the engagement of circuitry also used in taste processing. Given our recent data suggesting that performance on olfaction tasks involving retro odors is dependent on activity in GC [17, 18] , it made sense to hypothesize that GC might impact retro-trained preferences more than ortho.
In fact, our results suggest that retro expression of retro-trained olfactory preferences is uniquely sensitive to GC perturbation. Retro processing has been previously linked to a number of non-olfactory sensory circuits via MRI studies using human subjects [5, 21] and electrophysiological studies in rodents [4] , but our data represent unprecedentedly direct evidence of retro specificity in extra-olfactory circuitry. Although previous work demonstrated GC and olfactory cortex to be functionally connected [17, 48] , the present results show that this connectivity takes on special significance in the context of the expression of retro preferences.
How an animal identifies retro odors as food related remains to be studied. Although the route of olfactory stimulation is typically regarded as the distinguishing characteristic of retro versus ortho olfaction (see Figure 1A) , this distinction implies a host of contextual variables that distinguish the submodalities. Retro is associated with exhalation, chewing, licking, swallowing, and postingestive effects; any or all of these could contribute to the animal identifying a retro odor as orally sourced [30, 36] . Our results, and in particular the fact that combined ortho and retro training potentiates ortho preferences without bringing GC into the network coding ortho odors, suggest that these contextual variables are a necessary part of the online recognition that an odor is orally sourced: combined training clearly renders the rat capable of recognizing that an ortho odor is food associated but does not ''fool'' the system into thinking that the ortho odor is orally sourced; for GC to be called into play in processing an odor, the rat must be performing at least some aspects of the feeding act.
Of course, it is possible that some critical but as-of-yet unplumbed subset of contextual factors (caloric content of a stimulus in the mouth perhaps) would be sufficient to recruit GC into the processing of orthonasally presented odor preference. Of particular interest in this regard might be the specifics of stimulus timing: in our combined presentation experiments, we delivered the ortho stimulus simultaneously with the retro stimulus-a decision that successfully potentiated the ortho preference learning, but that did not render that ortho preference GC dependent. Earlier work [49] has suggested that GC inactivation does perturb behavioral responses to audiovisual cues that precede foods. The different temporal relationships between oral and external stimulus presentation could well affect how the pairings impact the CNS. The fact that naturalistic stimulus sampling probably involves a highly complex pattern of ortho and retro stimulation implies that there is likely much left to learn about the interaction between the submodalities.
Our earlier behavioral work suggested that GC is not a part of the circuit that codes olfactory stimuli per se but is an important modulator of that circuit [18] . The current work greatly enriches this understanding, demonstrating that GC is not necessary for expressing olfactory preferences generally-ortho preferences and even ortho preferences induced via retro potentiation were preserved during GCx. Instead, the role of GC in the potentiation process is likely felt during learning itself rather than directly supporting processing of the odor that was potentiated. Such an interpretation is consistent with the sensory-and-gate hypothesis of taste-potentiated odor aversion (TPOA) learning, whereby an internally sourced stimulus (in the case of TPOA, a taste) serves to direct the processing of an external sense (an ortho odor) as if it were internal [46] . To the degree that this description holds, one would predict that internally and externally sourced senses should be independent. Disrupting the hedonic value of the gating stimulus should have no impact on that of the external sense after learning [50] . This is exactly what we observe here: GCx disrupts the expression of learned preference for retro (internal) odors while preserving preferences ortho odors, even when it was originally retro potentiated.
Of course, there remain potential confounds to discuss. Most centrally, the possibility must be considered that our retro stimuli also carried non-olfactory properties, the most obvious of which is taste. If our retro solutions also had a detectable taste, it is possible that quick retro learning was in fact taste learning. We consider this explanation to be of vanishingly low likelihood for several reasons: (1) we specifically selected odor concentrations that were determined in prior work to be below non-olfactory behavioral detection thresholds [10, 43] ; (2) for this argument to explain our combined retro and ortho results, one must posit that a near-threshold non-olfactory component of the retro stimulus was a stronger driver of learning in the combined training than sweet taste (which failed to drive rapid development of ortho preferences) itself; and (3) the suggestion that rapid retro learning was actually a conditioned taste preference requires that sweet taste somehow potentiated the palatability of the (at strongest, near-threshold) taste of the retro stimulus in the same fluid mixture. A direct examination of this last possibility revealed that there are very few circumstances in which high-concentration sucrose can change the palatability of other tastes in mixture and no circumstances in which the saccharin used here does so. In fact, in the exact same experiments that taste fails to enhance the palatability of other tastes, the same taste easily enhances the palatability of retro odors [51] . The likelihood that mouth feel of the retro solution confounded our conclusions is, if anything, even lower than the likelihood of taste confounding, as that would also require that the different low-concentration solutions somehow had distinct somatosensory properties. Thus, we conclude that our retro learning was genuine olfactory learning.
Finally, we consider the unlikely possibility that difference between ortho and retro learning can be accounted for in terms of intensity differences (i.e., the explanation that ortho odor was either too weak or too aversive to support fast learning). We did in fact induce preferences that were expressed quickly and orthonasally ( Figure 2D ), which suggests that our ortho presentations are easily detected. Our data also discard the possibility that ortho odors were more aversive than retro odors. If this had been the case, rats in ortho experiments would have poked less often, which we did not observe. Even if ortho and retro delivery were different in intensity, the impact of that ortho presentation was clearly potentiated by simultaneous retro presentation, a fact that highlights a distinction between the two modalities that must extend beyond intensity.
In showing the depth of the difference between ortho and retro olfaction, the current results add to the growing body of evidence that neural regions classically thought to be dedicated to the processing of particular stimulus modalities are in fact not-that the labels ''gustatory'' and ''olfactory'' cortex oversimplify at best and mischaracterize at worst. In fact, our work suggests that a distinction of ''internal versus external'' may in some cases (as suggested previously, see [1, 2] ) be a more meaningful basis of neural system delineation than ''taste versus smell.'' Such a distinction intrinsically incorporates both the importance of context and the primacy of behavior [52] in determining the nature of neural systems.
STAR+METHODS
Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following: d KEY RESOURCES TABLE d CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING d EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS 0.5 s. Water, saccharin, and retro odors (dissolved in, depending on condition, either water or the water/saccharin solution) were infused via syringe pump through the IOC. In conditions involving ortho odor stimulation, fluid delivery occurred at onset of odor delivery.
In the combined retro and ortho condition, onset of ortho delivery (as described above) was aligned on retro delivery of the same odor. While this highly controlled combined stimulation protocol does not fully resemble natural consumption-related ortho and retro odor stimulation, it does allow a direct comparison with the conditions that use ortho or retro odors in isolation.
Optical Illumination
GC was illuminated bilaterally with 532 nm light from a laser (30-40 mW) through multimode optic fibers (200 mm diameter) connected via a stainless steel ferrule (http://www.thorlabs.com) [62] . For the 6-day training Ortho and Retro GCx conditions, illumination dynamics were identical, allowing direct comparison. Laser onset was aligned on the time the animal triggered one of the nose pokes, followed after 0.3 s by stimulus onset, and after 1.3 s by laser offset. Although the exact timing of olfactory stimulation in the retro condition is unknown, previous electrophysiological recordings from both GC and piriform olfactory cortex has shown that spiking responses to retro odors presented via IOC are most robust in the first second after stimulus delivery [14, 15] . Thus, our protocol ensured that GC was inactivated during the time olfactory stimulation occurred. In the 4-day training retro condition, both laser onset and stimulus delivery were aligned on the time the animal triggered one of the nose pokes, followed by laser offset after 2.5 s [17] . Optic fibers were implanted just above GC, identified as described above. Light strength was chosen to allow sufficient power to cause inactivation of cells at a depth of up to 1 mm from the tip of the fiber [63] , thus covering a large portion of identified taste cortex while leaving unaffected cells outside of this region. Thus, we have high confidence that all of the impact of illumination was confined to the region of taste cortex (see Figure S1 ).
Note that we specifically avoided, as much as possible, complex network effects that arise when only one particular cell type is manipulated (e.g., the fact that inactivation of interneurons necessarily disinhibits the firing of other cortical neurons), by inactivating GC neurons in a cell type general manner (similar to pharmacological inactivation, but with vital temporal control).
Note also that overall consumption was not affected by GCx. Comparing total number of pokes during preference testing in GCx and corresponding GC intact conditions revealed no significant differences (independent samples t test for Retro 4-day, Ortho 6-day and Cmbd/Ortho conditions: all t < 1.9, all p = NS).
Histology
To verify the location and success of virus injections and fiber placements, rats were deeply anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine and perfused transcardially with saline followed by 10% formalin. Brains were post-fixed in a solution of 10% formalin and 30% sucrose for cryoprotection, and sectioned on a sliding microtome at 50um. Sections around the virus injection site were selected, washed 3x5 in PBS, and DAPI stained for cell visualization. DAPI, endogenous GFP and optical fiber tract location were imaged using epifluorescence microscopy on a Keyence microscope, and processed using ImageJ. Animals who demonstrated fiber placements outside of the GC area, or virus that failed to infect GC, were excluded from analysis.
Experimental Procedures
Rats were first trained to insert their nose into two side-by-side nose poke ports for at least 0.5 s through behavioral shaping for water reward, and then subjected to the general behavioral protocol outlined in Figure 1B .
During preference testing sessions (pre and post, each 30 minutes duration), subjects were free to approach a pair of nose pokes giving access to two different odors. In between preference testing sessions, rats underwent training sessions (2, 4 or 6 days, as indicated in the text and Figures). During training sessions, subjects were free to approach a single nose poke giving access to, on alternating days, saccharin paired with odor A or plain water paired with odor B, on an AB / ABAB / ABABAB or BA / BABA / BA BABA schedule (order of presentation and identity of odors A and B were counterbalanced across rats within each condition). The maximum number of nose pokes for each training day was limited to 250 pokes (or 7.5 ml) to avoid unequal exposure. In Experiment 2, optical illumination was applied only during preference testing after training.
In all training and testing sessions, stimulus delivery was initiated by the rat, with a minimum 3 s inter-trial interval (controlled by custom stimulus presentation software in MATLAB). Odors were delivered orthonasally, retronasally or both on different phases of the olfactory learning paradigm, depending on the experimental condition (the specific details of each condition are described in Results). To ensure sufficient consumption, access to water outside the context of the experiment was limited.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
To assess the effect of sweet-taste pairing on odor preference, relative preference for the sweet-paired odor was calculated before and after training as: (pokes to odor A / ([pokes to odor A + pokes to odor B]) * 100). Throughout the Results section, effects are reported in terms of whether preference learning occurred (i.e., whether pre-post preference changes were significant) in individual conditions, and (just as importantly) whether learning in one condition differed from that in another (thus avoiding inference problems described in [64] ). To instantiate this plan while avoiding undue proliferation of independent p values, statistical tests are based upon the results of two-way analyses of variance (ANOVA), with one within-subject effect (Training: pre-training, post-training) and one between-subject effect (Group, with varying levels depending on the exact comparison); if and when these ANOVAs reveal significant
